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We often rightly speak of the Fatal Four – speeding, drink or drug driving, fatigue and seatbelts – as 
being the contributing factors in the majority of crashes on our roads. 
 
But there is another contributing factor which can also play a major role.
 
It is not something that better roads can alleviate, nor all the police in Queensland can enforce. 
 
It, can as much as anything else, impact on your safety, the safety of your loved ones and other 
road users. It will also influence how safe on the roads your kids are when they are old enough to 
drive.
 
What is it? 
 
Your attitude. Your personal approach every time you get behind the wheel is one of the most 
important factors in your safety and that of others on the roads.
 
Aggressive, impatient driving is more likely to be a factor in crashes, linked with speeding, or bad 
decisions such as overtaking when it is not safe, tailgating, and generally taking unnecessary risks.
 
At this time of the year one of the best aspects is the goodwill that is exampled by patience, 
tolerance, care and courtesy.  Goodwill in the context of the Christmas spirit seems alive and well 
in 2011 in Queensland. Well-wishes from relative strangers, and small acts of kindness embody the 
generosity of the season.
 
Our summer of disaster last year saw an outpouring of goodwill across Queensland.
 
And yet too often that goodwill can evaporate soon after we leave the garage or carpark. 
 
Minor transgressions or mistakes from other drivers are greeted not with forgiveness and tolerance, 
but with annoyance, frustration and sometimes even rage.
 
This Christmas, why not take a moment to think before you start the car. Make the decision that you 
will behave with courtesy and patience as you drive.  By choosing goodwill, your trip will be more 
pleasant, and you will arrive in a better frame of mind.



- X -
 

 
Drive defensively, but courteously.  Give other drivers space and allow them to merge. Take their 
wave of thanks as part of your contribution to road safety.
 
You are also less likely to make potentially dangerous mistakes or take unnecessary risks which 
could end in tragedy.
 
Best of all? Your children will absorb this attitude, and are far more likely to show a similar attitude 
when they are old enough to drive. You are their greatest role model, and whether they realise it or 
not, they are absorbing everything you do behind the wheel.
 
There are three million licensed drivers in Queensland and four million vehicles.  We have nearly 
11,000 police and about 2,500 police vehicles but we can’t influence or control all other drivers on 
the roads and be everywhere at all times.  We need your help and support.
 
Can we exercise our choice to drive with goodwill?  Indeed, why not take this essence of Christmas 
spirit, and use it every time you put your key in the ignition all year round. Our roads will be safer, 
and a far more pleasant place because of it.
 
On behalf of all of the members of the Queensland Police Service, I wish you and yours a safe and 
enjoyable Christmas, and New Year.
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